Classic Kruger
the magnificent Kruger Park allows you to immerse yourself
in the spectacular wilderness that is the true quality of Africa
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Safari Overview
Cost:

R16,650 pp - based on 2 people sharing.
Discount for larger groups.

Duration:

4 nights, 5 days

Included:

Four nights accommodation
All safari activities
Kruger Park conservation fees
Private open safari vehicle… just you… unrestricted game drives
Private expert guide… whose first love is the African bush... and he shares it all

Not Included:

Flights and Transfers
Meals
Items of a personal nature

Accommodation:

Charming African style thatched bungalows with en-suite bathroom
and air-conditioning in one of the beautiful rest camps.

Activities:
2 Full day safaris
2 Half day safaris
1 Bush walk
1 Night safari
Please note that the Kruger bush walk and night safari are shared Kruger Park
activities. Everything else is 100% private... just you!
Meals:

We eat all meals at the excellent rest camp restaurants which offer a wide selection
of delicious choices to suit all dietary preferences. By paying for your own meal
choices you are in total control of your meal costs and preferences... which can
otherwise be an unnecessarily costly part of your travel budget if they are included.
(But we certainly can quote for included meals.)

Pick-up/Drop off:

Phalaborwa area/Kruger Park Airports depending upon transfer option

Transfer Options:

You can transfer to the Kruger Park from Johannesburg in one of three ways:
(1) a domestic flight from Oliver Tambo Airport; (2) car hire from the airport; or
(3) private transfer in a luxury air-conditioned 14-seater Toyota Quantum.
We can help arrange your transfer and/or include it in the cost of your tour package.
This gives you total control over your transfer cost and preference.

Designing Your Perfect Safari
You can book this Classic Kruger Safari as it is - but it is completely flexible and can be adjusted to suit your
individual requirements.
It may also give you wonderful inspiration for putting together an exciting itinerary for your dream safari... we
can tailor-make a tour that encompasses all your needs, dreams, interests, passions, wishes... and budget!
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